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Nonlinear Electron Transport in an Asymmetric Microjunction: A Ballistic Rectifier
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An asymmetric artificial scatterer in a semiconductor microjunction is shown to dramatically affect
the nonlinear transport of ballistic electrons. The chosen device geometry, defined in a GaAs-AlGaAs
heterostructure, successfully guides carriers in a predetermined spatial direction, independent of the
direction of the input currentI. From the nonlinear current-voltage characteristic we obtain unusual
symmetry relations for the four-terminal resistances withRij,klsId ø 2Rij,kls2Id and Rij,klsBd ¿

Rkl,ijs2Bd even at zero magnetic fieldB. The ballistic rectifier thus realized relies on a new kind
of rectification mechanism entirely different from that of an ordinary diode. [S0031-9007(98)05927-4]

PACS numbers: 73.23.Ad, 73.40.Ei, 73.50.Fq
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The high mobilities of state-of-the art two-dimensiona
electron gases in semiconductor heterostructures, co
bined with device fabrication technologies with high spa
tial resolution, have made it possible to study electro
transport through semiconductor devices in which cha
acteristic feature sizes are small in comparison with th
elastic mean free path between scattering events cau
by residual impurities. In such microstructures, electron
do not propagate diffusively as in traditional semiconduc
tor devices but instead ballistically, with their path largel
determined by specular reflection from device boundarie
Based on ballistic electron transport, a variety of nove
phenomena have been observed in such microdevic
Examples are electron focusing [1], bend resistances [
and a quenched or negative Hall effect [3,4]. Within th
framework of the Landauer-Büttiker formalism, model
have been developed to explain the above linear tran
port phenomena [5]. However, comparatively less atte
tion has been given to the nonlinear ballistic transpo
regime in which electric fields or currents become so larg
that they significantly affect the momentum distribution o
the carriers without destroying ballistic motion by inelas
tic scattering processes. Only recently has it been reco
nized in both theoretical and experimental studies that
is rather challenging to also investigate the nonlinear ba
listic transport regime [6–8]. Even though several group
have realized that the introduction of artificial asymme
tries should have a significant effect on nonlinear ballist
transport [9–11], so far, no strong nonlinear effects in
duced by a broken device symmetry have been observe

Here we introduce a novel device geometry whic
is particularly suitable to study the effects of reduce
symmetry on the nonlinear ballistic transport propertie
By inserting an asymmetric scatterer into the center
a ballistic cross junction, we observe unusual nonline
current-voltage characteristics which we show to b
dominated by the symmetry properties of the scattere
The size of the artificial scatterer is much larger tha
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the Fermi wavelengthlF of the conducting electrons
and comparable to their elastic mean free pathle sle ¿
lFd. We demonstrate a successful guidance of ballist
electrons to a predetermined spatial direction independe
of input current direction. As a result, the device work
as aballistic rectifier with a mechanism entirely different
from that of an ordinary diode. We would like to point
out that here we tailor the momentum distribution o
carriers rather than their band structure.

The observed drastic dependence of the transport pro
erties on lead currents and magnetic fields is reflect
in unusual symmetry relations of the four terminal resis
tance Rij,kl ; VklyIij, defined by the voltageVkl mea-
sured between terminalsk and l, divided by the current
Iij flowing from i to j. In particular, we can achieve
Rij,klsId ø 2Rij,kls2Id and Rij,klsBd ¿ Rkl,ijs2Bd even
at zero magnetic fieldB. An extended Landauer-Büttiker
formula, which includes the dependence of the tran
mission coefficients on lead currents, is employed an
describes well our observations.

The preparation of the device starts from a modulatio
doped GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure with a two
dimensional electron gas located 37 nm below the surfac
On the unprocessed wafer, the carrier density is abo
5 3 1011 cm22 with a mobility of about5 3 105 cm2yV s
at 4.2 K. The left inset of Fig. 1(a) is an atomic force
micrograph of the central part of the device. Usin
electron beam lithography and shallow wet etching,
triangular antidot is defined in a cross junction formed b
two wide channels (labeled “upper”U and “lower” L)
and two narrow channels (labeled “source”S and “drain”
D). The antidot has an upper sidelength of 2mm and a
height of 1mm. The lithographic width of the source
and drain channels is 700 nm, while the electronic widt
is about 400 nm due to the carrier depletion along th
channel edges. The designed width of the upper a
lower channels is 3.2mm. The horn-shaped openings
of the S and D channels are used to collimate electron
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3831
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FIG. 1. I-V curves of a typical device at 4.2 K (solid lines)
and 77 K (dashed lines). In the geometry where the symme
is broken with respect to the current path,VLU vs ISD (a),
a much more pronounced nonlinear characteristic is observ
than in the complementary geometry,VSD vs ILU (b). The left
inset in (a) is an atomic force micrograph of the central pa
of the sample. Arrows indicate typical trajectories of electron
ejected throughS andD channels, respectively. The right inse
represents a bridge rectifier.

[4]. Since the elastic mean free pathle of our sample
(about 6mm) is larger than the central part of the device
specular electron scattering from the etched boundar
dominates the transport properties.

For the present device geometry, a naive ballistic sing
particle picture appears to predict anonlinear response
[arrows in the left inset in Fig. 1(a)]: For a net flow
of electrons fromS to D (negativeISD), the majority of
the electrons ejected throughS into the junction will be
specularly deflected towardsL, thus inducing a negative
voltageVLU between theL andU voltage probes. For the
reverse source-drain current and perfect symmetry of t
sample, the electrons ejected throughD and deflected by
the scatterer will result in thesamenegative voltageVLU ,
or, expressed in terms of the four-terminal resistance,

RSD,LUsISDd  2RSD,LU s2ISDd . (1)

This is opposite to the case oflinear ballistic transport
where any four-terminal resistanceRij,kl is independent
3832
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of Iij; i.e., Rij,klsId  1Rij,kls2Id holds, corresponding
to an antisymmetricVkl vs Iij curve. However, we
emphasize that, in general, this naive picture is wrong, b
in the presence of nonlinear transport, we will demonstra
below that it turns out to be correct.

The VLU vs ISD curve of our device measured at 4.2 K
[solid line in Fig. 1(a)] almost perfectly [12] exhibits
the symmetry breaking response of Eq. (1). The slig
deviations from Eq. (1) observed in the experiment a
attributed to an unintentional breaking of the desired sy
metry along theL-U axis. We wish to point out that even
in the limit where dissipation dominates the resistance,
expect the four-terminal resistanceRSD,LU to vanish for a
device with perfect symmetry. A number of other device
with similar geometries were fabricated on the same a
other wafer material. Even though most of these devic
show stronger antisymmetric contributions, all samples e
hibit a strong symmetric contribution to theI-V char-
acteristic, as expressed in Eq. (1) and observed in Fig. 1

This fact demonstrates that the guidance of electro
by the artificial scatterer (which can be thought of as
kind of “momentum tailoring”) has resulted in a devic
characteristic similar to that of a bridge rectifier [se
the right inset of Fig. 1(a)]. However, only a singl
device is used here rather than four diodes as in a brid
rectifier. The mechanism and the major characterist
of the present device make it entirely different from
common semiconductor diode. First, no doping junctio
or barrier structure along the current direction is used
our devices at all. The rectification effect comes on
from the artificial scatterer which breaks the symmet
of the device with respect to theS-D axis. Second, as
there is, under ideal conditions, nointrinsic lower current
limit for nonlinear ballistic transport, no obvious threshol
working current or voltage is expected for the prese
rectification scheme. Indeed, in an ac measurement (
shown here), a clear rectification effect is observed ev
when the applied ac source-drain voltage is well belo
1 mV. Thus, the working principle of our device migh
be suitable for detection and mixing of ultraweak signa
Finally, because of the small feature size and the lo
in-plane capacitance of the device as well as its ballis
nature, the rectification is expected to operate up to v
high frequencies. On a related device with an array
triangular scatterers, a nonlinear response was obser
in the THz regime [10]. On the present device, initia
high frequency measurements up to 2 GHz showed
significant decrease in the rectification efficiency.

Even though the present device works best at liquid h
lium temperatures, a weaker rectification can also be o
served at 77 K [dotted line in Fig. 1(a)]. The reduce
nonlinear behavior is attributed to the shorterle (about 1–
2 mm) at 77 K, which is still comparable to the distanc
between the openings of theS or D channels and the an-
tidot. At room temperature, when the transport becom
diffusive on the scale of the junction’s dimension, we r
cover the conventional antisymmetricI-V characteristics.
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To confirm that the above effect is indeed cause
by the artificial scatterer and the broken symmetry fo
current flow along theS-D direction, we also measured
the complementary case,VSD vs ILU . For an ideal device
geometry that is symmetric along theU-L axis,VSD  0
is expected at anyILU . Experimentally, we observe
a nonzero response [solid line in Fig. 1(b)]. Howeve
for the same applied current,VSD is almost an order
of magnitude lower thanVLU . Again, we attribute the
deviation from the ideal response to imperfections
the fabricated geometry. It is worth noting that th
quasilinear part of theI-V curve in Fig. 1(b) extends to
much higher currents than in Fig. 1(a). This implies tha
through the suitably designed device geometry and t
measurement configuration, our experiment is particula
sensitive to nonlinear effects. This allows for a detaile
study of the nonlinear properties at low current densitie
where, e.g., heating effects are negligible.

For ballistic transport in thelinear regime, the
Landauer-Büttiker formalism [5],

Ii  seyhd

"
sNi 2 Riidmi 2

X
jfii

Tijmj

#
, (2)

has been very well developed. Here,Ni is the number
of conducting channels in leadi, Rii is the coefficient
for carriers in leadi to be reflected into leadi, mi

is the chemical potential of leadi, and Tij is the
transmission coefficient of carriers from probej to i
sTi√jd. Similar to the Onsager-Casimir relations of th
resistivity [13], a reciprocity symmetry relation of the
four-terminal resistance,

Rij,klsBd  Rkl,ijs2Bd , (3)

was derived based on time-reversal symmetry in th
presence of a magnetic flux,TijsBd  Tjis2Bd [5].

The clear nonlinear effects observed in our experime
however, are not described by Eq. (3). We are able
generate a system whereRSD,LU is considerably larger
thanRLU,SD andRSD,LU sId ø 2RSD,LU s2Id even at zero
magnetic field.

To account for the experimental observations within th
Landauer-Büttiker picture, we assumed that Eq. (2) st
holds in a generalized form, at least to a good approxim
tion, also in the nonlinear ballistic transport regime. T
include nonlinear effects, however, we allow the transmi
sion coefficientTij to be a function of the lead currentIj .
This reflects the fact that in general the transmission c
efficients are dependent on the momentum distribution
the carriers. SinceIj determines the momentum distribu
tion of electrons in leadj, it also determines the trans-
mission probabilities of electrons from leadj to the other
leads. Here, we take into account only the dependen
of Tij on the current of the leadj, where the electrons are
ejected from [14]. For example, in the linear transport ca
(around zero lead currents), the electrons in theS channel
of our device have the same probability of moving toward
the antidot as that of moving towards the source conta
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In the nonlinear transport case, the applied current in
S channel causes an electric field along the channel dir
tion (defined to be thex direction). This will not affect
the velocity distribution of the electrons in they direction
which is from2yF to 1yF . Here we assumed that they
axis is in the device plane and perpendicular to the curr
direction, the temperatureT  0 K, and yF is the Fermi
velocity. However, the velocity distribution in thex di-
rection becomes froms2yF 1 Dd to syF 1 Dd. HereD

is the change of velocity due to the acceleration (in o
direction) or deceleration (in the opposite direction) effe
of the electric field. The accelerated electrons will then
ejected in a smaller angle with respect to thex axis due to
the enhanced velocity component in thex direction, i.e.,
collimatedby the electric field, while the decelerated ele
trons will move into a larger angle, i.e.,decollimatedby
the electric field. If the current in theS channel is applied
in such a direction that the electrons coming out of it a
accelerated by the electric field, clearly the collimation e
fect will increase the transmission probability fromS to L
and suppress the transmission probability fromS to U, and
vice versa. Therefore, in general, the transmission coe
cientTij is a function of the lead currentIj in the nonlinear
transport regime.

In complete analogy to the derivation in the line
transport case [5], the four-terminal resistance formu
follows:

RSD,LU  shye2Dd fTLSsI , BdTUDs2I , Bd

2 TLDs2I , BdTUSsI , Bdg . (4)

Here, we defineI ; ISD and a positive lead current a
a current flowing into the device. The determinantD
is a positive factor, relatively insensitive to lead curren
[5]. Around zero current (i.e., in the linear regime) an
at zero magnetic field,TLS  TLD and TUS  TUD , so
that RSD,LU  0 is expected in the case of a devic
with perfect symmetry along theU-L axis. However,
if ISD . 0 (net flow of electrons fromD to S), the
electrons coming out of theD channel are accelerated b
the electric field in the channelD. This collimation effect
enhances the transmission coefficient fromD to L, TLD,
and suppressesTUD. The transmission coefficientsTLS

and TUS are determined by the electrons coming out
the S channel. Since the electric field decelerates the
electrons in the direction from theS channel to the antidot,
this decollimation effect suppressesTLS and increasesTUS .
As a result, we find from the Eq. (4) thatRSD,LU , 0,
which corresponds to the negative slope in the right par
theVLU vs ISD curve in Fig. 1(a). Similarly, forISD , 0,
we obtainRSD,LU . 0, corresponding to the positive slop
in the left part of theVLU vs ISD curve in Fig. 1(a). A
more detailed discussion of the transmission coefficie
as a function of lead currents, which takes into accou
the change of the number of electrons ejected from
channels with lead currents, will be given elsewhere [1

To gain further insight into the effects caused b
the artificial scattering geometry, magnetic fields we
3833
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FIG. 2. VSL vs IUD curves in different magnetic fieldsB at
4.2 K. The inset shows some typical trajectories,a, b, and c
associated with the transport discussed in the text.

applied normal to the sample surface. Since in a magne
field, a large Hall effect dominates the above four-termin
resistancesRSD,LUd measurement, we will focus in the
following on RUD,SL, the so-called “bend resistance.”
Figure 2 showsVSL vs IUD traces atB  0, 0.3, and
0.5 T with the magnetic field pointing out of the plane o
the two-dimensional electron gas. The most promine
effect of the magnetic field in Fig. 2 is its strong influ
ence on the slope of theI-V curve, which changes sign
aroundB  0.3 T. Similar to Eq. (4), we can obtain the
four-terminal resistance

RUD,SL  shye2Dd fTSUsI , BdTLDs2I , Bd

2 TSDs2I , BdTLUsI , Bdg . (5)
Here,I ; IUD . WhenB  0, the antidot blocks the direct
path of electrons fromD to S so thatTSD ø 0 and very
straightforwardly from Eq. (5) we findRUD,SL . 0. With
increasing magnetic field,TSU will strongly decrease as
shown by the typical trajectorya of electrons in the inset of
Fig. 2. The transmission coefficientTLD, however, is not
as much affected by the magnetic field. As depicted in t
inset of Fig. 2, trajectoryb in a magnetic field contributes
as much toTLD as trajectoryc in zero magnetic field.
Therefore, the productTSUsI , BdTLDs2I , Bd will decrease
with increasing magnetic field. More importantly, atB 
0.3 and 0.5 T, the classical cyclotron radii,RC , are about
370 and 220 nm, respectively, which are comparable to t
distance between the antidot and the conducting chann
Therefore, the curved orbits allow the electrons to bypa
3834
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the antidot or use it as a “bridge” betweenD andS. Thus,
TSD . 0 and the second product in the bracket of Eq. (5
will increase. As a result,RUD,SL decreases and eventually
becomes negative, as observed in the experiment. T
further confirms the dominant influence of the triangula
antidot on the transport behavior of our device.

In conclusion, we wish to emphasize the possibility o
using artificial scatterers to achieve and study novel tran
port behavior of ballistic electron devices. Our finding
not only has important implications for the understandin
of nonlinear transport in semiconductor microstructure
but also could open a great number of novel routes for th
design of detection, mixing, and other nonlinear device
since the investigated nonlinear behavior does not rely o
a mechanism intrinsic to semiconductors or even solids.
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